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Different parts of polar vortex

• There are two quite different polar vortices: a tropospheric
vortex and a stratospheric vortex.

• The Arctic stratospheric polar vortex is located between
10 and 50 km.

(Waugh 2017, BAMS)



Background

• Many studies have reported a weakening of the Arctic
stratospheric polar vortex during winter over the decades
since 1980 (Hu et al., 2005; Hu and Pan, 2009; Fu et al., 2010;
Alexeev et al., 2012; Bohlinger et al., 2014; Garfinkel et al., 2017;
Seviour, 2017; Kretschmer et al., 2018). A strengthened
stratospheric polar vortex in early winter after 1998 (Hu et al., 2018).

• A warming and weakening trend can be also found in the
tropospheric part of the Arctic polar vortex (Graversen et al.,
2008). Actually, the weakening of the polar vortex is in
accordance with recent ‘Arctic amplification’ (Cohen et al., 2014)
and Arctic sea-ice loss (Kim et al., 2014).

How about the changes in polar vortex position? And whether

the position changes can influence mid-latitude climate?



※ Definit ion of centre and edge

Vortex centre：Location of maximum PV（Schulz et al.,
2000; Rex et al.,2002）

Vortex edge：Location of maximum PV gradient and zonal
westerly of polar vortex（Nash et al.,1996）



Wintert ime polar vortex posit ion

Blue：1980s mean，Green：1990s mean，Red：2000s mean

DJF mean February mean

Polar vortex shifts towards Eurasia in winter, particularly
in February, over the past three decades.



Fractional area of polar vortex

vortex area fraction=
co𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒅	𝒓𝒆𝒈𝒊𝒐𝒏	𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒂

𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍	𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒂 Í𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Polar vortex area shows a significant positive trend over
Eurasia but a negative trend over North America.

Trend: 3.8%/10yr**

(Zhang et al., 2016, Nat. Clim. Change)
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Ø EOF analysis

(uniform pattern)

(dipolar pattern)

Polar vortex shift is closely related to the zonally asymmetric
ozone trends (Zhang et al., 2018, Nat. Commun.).



Arctic sea ice loss shifts polar vortex towards Eurasia
Interim analysis WACCM simulation

• In the 2000s, the Arctic stratospheric polar vortex is more shifted towards
the Eurasian continent than before.

• The polar vortex shift towards Eurasia is found to be closely related to the
Arctic sea ice loss, particularly over the Barents-Kara Sea.

black: 1980s purple: 1990s green: 2000s blue: 1980s (high sea ice)  red: 2000s (low sea ice) 
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Interim composite WACCM simulation

Arctic  sea-ice loss impact on vortex

a baroclinic structure



Intensified stratospheric Aleutian High could push the Arctic
vortex towards the Eurasian continent and favor a vortex
displacement event (Harvey et al., 2002).

70°N cross section

Stratospheric 
Aleutian High

Arctic  sea-ice loss impact on vortex



QBO-impact on vortex posit ion

(Zhang et al., under review at JGR)
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February PV composite

SPV index——PV averaged over the green box to represent
the polar vortex shift from the perspective of physics.

A higher SPV index represents a more polar vortex shift
towards the Eurasian continent.

Polar vortex shift impact on c limate



geopotential
height

Interim composite differences between high and low SPV

surface 
temperatureCMIP5 composite



Angular momentum 
conservation

Stratosphere-troposphere coupling——potential vorticity
(PV) conservation 

PV conservation

• A +PV anomaly has isentropic surfaces which bow towards
the anomaly both in the troposphere and the stratosphere,
leading to an anomalous surface cyclonic flow.



Polar vortex shift affects weather

(Huang, Tian, Zhang et al., 2018, JC)
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The polar vortex shift towards Eurasia could favor the
development of East Trough (Zhang et al., in prep).

Polar  vor tex  shif t  & Eas t  As ia t rough
Strong trough

Weak trough

Green: EOF1+    Yellow: EOF1-

Eurasia



Ø The Arctic polar vortex has been shifted persistently

towards the Eurasian continent and away from North

America in February over the past three decades.

Ø This shift is found to be closely related to the enhanced

zonal wavenumber 1 waves in response to Arctic sea-ice

loss, particularly over the Barents-Kara seas.

Ø The vortex shift induces cooling over some parts of the

Eurasian continent and North America.

Ø Polar vortex position in PAMIP simulation? In the future?

Summary





WACCM sea-ice loss
runs results indicated
that the intensification
of polar westerly
（60°N 10hPa zonal
wind） only occurs in
February, rather than
in December and
January.

Why polar vortex shift in February?



Why polar vortex shift in February?

(Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014)

(Kim et al., 2014)



Enhanced planetary wave in February

There is an enhancement in EP flux in February,
which cannot be seen in December and January.



SSW and polar vortex shif t

SSW frequency shows
a decadal variation
without a significant
trend, different from
the polar vortex shift.



SSW duration does not show a significant correlation
with polar vortex shift index and has no significant trend.

SSW and polar vortex shif t



Eurasian snow cover impact
WACCM snow cover increases—

925 hPa temperature
Polar vortex shift

Eurasian snow cover is increasing
in the past 30 years.
http://climate.rutgers.edu/snowcover/files/
moncov.eurasia.txt



Upstream blocking—Eurasian cooling
Euro 

blocking


